Tetraquarks: relativistic corrections and other issues
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We discuss the effect of relativistic kinematics on the binding energy of multiquark states. For a given potential, the use of relativistic kinematics lowers the energy by a larger amount for the threshold made of two mesons than for a tetraquark, so that its binding is weakened. Some other issues associated with exotic hadrons are also briefly discussed.
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1. Introduction

The recent discovery of the $T^{++}_{c}$ tetraquark [1, 2], with minimal content $cc\bar{u}\bar{d}$, which has been echoed at this Conference, has stimulated some renewed interest in multiquark dynamics.

There is a very rich literature about the $QQ\bar{q}\bar{q}$ configurations, starting with [3]. So far, the focus was more on the promising chromomagnetic mechanism giving more attractive strength in specific configurations such as the $H = uuuddss$ than in the hadrons constituting their threshold. See, e.g., [4]. In Refs. [3, 5], and several further studies, it was shown that in a strictly flavor-independent potential (sometimes referred to as a static potential), the system $QQ\bar{q}\bar{q}$ with masses $MMmm$ becomes bound if the mass ratio $M/m$ is large enough. For a guide to the bibliography, see, e.g., [6].

In the following, we will also stress the analogy between the quark model in the chromoelectric limit and the pattern of hydrogen-like molecules $M^+M^-m^-m^-$ when the proton-to-electron mass ratio is varied. Actually, the stability of tetraquarks by a pure chromoelectric mechanism is rather elusive, and in actual quark model calculations, the stability of $cc\bar{u}\bar{d}$ is due to a cooperative effect of both chromoelectric and chromomagnetic contributions. See, e.g., [7, 8].

Interestingly, the stability of some $QQ\bar{q}\bar{q}$ is also obtained in lattice calculations (see, e.g., [9, 10] and refs. there) and in QCD sum rules [11]. The $T^{++}_{cc}$ has also been anticipated from the attractive character of the $DD^+$ interaction is some partial waves [12–15]. This latter approach, sometimes referred to as “molecular”, is also at work to describe hidden-charm resonances such as $X(3872)$.

Meanwhile, the quark model has been improved in several ways. The simple variational calculations of the early speculations have been superseded by elaborate hyperspherical expansions [8] or methods based on correlated Gaussians [16]. The sophisticated approach of “real scaling” gives access to resonances [17]. See, e.g., [18] for an analysis of various aspects of the few-body dynamics within multiquarks. Also, while the potential is usually assumed to be pairwise, with a color dependence corresponding to the exchange of a color octet, alternatives have been studied, where the confining part corresponds to a Steiner tree that generalizes the straight string linking the quark and the antiquark inside a meson, and the $Y$-shape potential à la Fermat-Torricelli joining the three quarks in baryons.

The four-body problem for tetraquarks is rather involved, as for most other systems. It is thus tempting to attempt some simplifications, which, if justified and successful, shed some light on the structure.

For instance, Born-Oppenheimer approach provides an effective $QQ$ potential for $QQ\bar{q}\bar{q}$, which indicates whether or not there exists some narrow radial or orbital excitation below the dissociation threshold.

Popular but very controversial is the diquark approximation, in which baryons and tetraquarks are pictured as quark-diquark and diquark-antidiquark two-body systems, respectively. If this corresponds to solving the few-body problem by steps, first two quarks forming a diquark, it is rarely a good approximation, and it might even induce fake stable multiquarks starting from a Hamiltonian that does not support any. Of course, if the model consists of diquarks at its very beginning, this is different phenomenology that has to be confronted to the data.
2. Effect of relativistic kinematics

2.1. The case of mesons

Let us consider first a simple model describing a \(q\bar{q}\) meson with the same mass \(m\) for the quark and the antiquark. It corresponds to the Hamiltonian

\[
H = K(p_\pi) + K(-p_\bar{\pi}) + v(r),
\]

where \(v(r)\) is a typical quarkonium potential, e.g., \(v(r) = -a/r + br\), and the individual kinetic energy \(K\) reads either

\[
K_{\text{NR}} = \frac{p^2}{2m}, \quad \text{or} \quad K_{\text{SR}} = \sqrt{p^2 + m^2} - m.
\]

for the non-relativistic (NR) and semi-relativistic (SR) cases, respectively. In the pure linear case \(a = 0\) and \(b = 1\), the NR and SR energies are compared in Fig. 1.

Note that in the case of a pure Coulomb interaction \((b = 0)\), the semi-relativistic Hamiltonian, often referred to as the Herbst Hamiltonian, cannot support too large values for the strength \(a\). See, e.g., \([19]\), and refs. there.

The results shown in Fig. 1 have been obtained from a (converged) variational estimate based on a wave function

\[
\Psi = \sum_n \gamma_n \exp(-a_n r^2/2),
\]

with a suitable minimization of the parameters. For the generalization to baryon and multiquarks, the trial wave function reads

\[
\Psi = \sum \gamma_i \left[ \exp \left( -\sum_{ij} a_{n,ij} r_{ij}^2/2 \right) + \cdots \right],
\]

where the dots stand for Gaussians deduced by permutations or charge conjugation, in the case of systems with symmetries. This is the method of correlated Gaussians, which is nowadays widely used in several domains \([20]\).

2.2. The case of tetraquarks

The calculation can be repeated for baryons and multiquarks. For a tetraquark \(QQ\bar{q}q\) with masses \(\{m_i\} = \{M, M, m, m\}\), the Hamiltonian reads

\[
H = \sum_i K_i(p_i, m_i) - \frac{3}{16} \sum_{i<j} \leq ij v(r_{ij}),
\]

where the \(\leq ij\) operator corresponds to the exchange of a color octet. One can start with a purely linear model, where \(v(r) = br\). In the NR, one can rescale so that \(a = m = 1\). In the SR case, one can still assume \(a = 1\) without loss of generality. The NR and SR energies are shown in Fig. 2, as a function of the mass ratio \(M/m\), with \(M^{-1} + m^{-1}\) fixed, so that the NR threshold remains constant.

The main results are in order. All energies are lowered, as a simple consequence of the operator identity \(K_{\text{SR}} \leq K_{\text{NR}}\). However, when bound, the tetraquark energy is less affected than the threshold energy. Thus the binding energy is reduced. And, when the mass ratio \(M/m\) is changed, a larger value is required to achieve stability.

The same pattern is observed for more complicated potentials such as Coulomb-plus-linear, and for the case where the mixing of color \(33\) and \(6\bar{6}\) is taken into account. For more details, and in particular the case where hyperfine effects are included, see \([21]\).

3. Comparison with atomic physics

There is an interesting analogy between the hydrogen-like molecules in atomic physics and the tetraquarks in the quark model, at least in the chromoelectric limit. Let us stress a few points.

1) It is worth noting that the stability is much improved when one goes from the positronium molecule \(\text{Ps}\) \((e^+ e^+ e^-)\) to the hydrogen one, \(\text{H}_2 (pp e^-)\). For \(\text{Ps}\), the
internal annihilation is disregarded here. In this case, the excess of binding, with respect to the threshold, is about 3.2%, while for \( \text{H}_2 \), it is increased up to about 17.4%. The reason has been given by Adamowski et al. [22, 23].

The Hamiltonian of \( \text{H}_2 \)-like systems is split into a \( C \)-even part and a \( C \)-odd part, say \( H = H_0 + H_1 \), or more explicitly

\[
H = \left[ \frac{1}{4M} + \frac{1}{4m} \right] \sum \vec{p}^2_1 + \sum \vec{p}^2_2 + V
\]

\[
+ \left[ \frac{1}{4M} - \frac{1}{4m} \right] \left( \vec{p}^2_1 + \vec{p}^2_2 - \vec{p}^2 - \vec{p}^2_3 \right),
\]

where \( V \) denotes the total potential. The Hamiltonian \( H \) and its even part \( H_0 \) have the same threshold. Moreover, for their ground states, \( E(H) \leq E(H_0) \) if one uses the variational principle with the solution of \( H_0 \) as trial wave function.

Moreover, we note that in this reasoning, the Coulomb character of \( V \) hardly matters. The same inequality on the ground state energies is obtained for \( V \) being a chromoelectric interaction between quarks and antiquarks, provided it is flavor-independent.

2) In the case of equal masses, the \( \text{P}_8 \) molecule is bound, while \( gqqq \) is not bound in the chromoelectric limit (5) of quark models. This can be understood again from the variational principle: if one considers a potential \( v(r) \) with a given cumulated strength \( \sum_{i<j} g_{ij} \), the highest ground state energy \( E(\{g_{ij}\}) \) is obtained in the symmetric case where all \( g_{ij} \) are equal, and the less symmetric is the \( g_{ij} \) set, the lower the energy. Details are given in Ref. [18].

3) The \( \text{H}_2 \) molecule has never been convincingly described as a diphoton linked to a dielectron.

4) The calculation of four-body bound states is, indeed, rather delicate for systems at the edge between stability and instability. When Wheeler suggested the existence of \( \text{P}_8 \) [24], he acknowledged that with a simple wave function

\[
\Psi = \exp \left( -a(r^2_{12} + r^2_{34}) - b \sum_{i \leq 2, j \geq 3} r^2_{ij} \right),
\]

the best variational energy \( E \simeq -0.367 \) (in atomic units where \( m = \hbar = \alpha = 1 \)) just demonstrates its stability with respect to the dissociation into an isolated electron and a positronium ion \( e^+e^- \). The stability vs. two positronium atoms requires breaking the symmetries in Eq. (7) and restoring them as in Eq. (4) by counterterms, but at least four of such combinations of Gaussians are necessary. Thus one admires even better the tour de force by Hylleraas and Ore who demonstrated analytically the stability of \( \text{P}_8 \) [25]. For a state of the art on the \( \text{P}_8 \) binding energy, see, e.g., [27].

4. Outlook

A persistent concern by Nathan Isgur was to remove “naive” and “non-relativistic” from the naive non-relativistic quark model, to understand why it is so successful [28]. We have shown that for multiquarks, the relativistic effects cancel a large fraction of the ones at work in the threshold: the binding energy, although it is not considerably modified, is slightly reduced.

As for the “naive” aspects, one of them is the assumption, implicit in early quark model calculations, that the interaction is pairwise. Then it was realized that if the linear term of the quarkonium potential is interpreted as the energy of a straight string the quark to the antiquark, its generalization to higher configuration is a kind of Steiner tree linking the color charges with the smallest cumulated length. See, e.g., [6, 29].

We insist again on that kinematics is just one facet of relativistic corrections to be applied to the quark model.

---

i. The reference will not be given. Once, a physicist of a great US university criticized [26] on the basis that the authors did not remove the center-of-mass motion. This is of course not justified, as the variational wave function of Hylleraas and Ore is translationally invariant, so that the expectation value of the whole Hamiltonian of and the intrinsic Hamiltonian coincide.
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